
MORUKURU OCEAN HOUSE: ONE OF AFRICA´S MOST BEAUTIFUL 
COASTAL RESERVES ON YOUR DOORSTEP 

Offenbach/De Hoop Nature Reserve, February 17th, 2015 – An own, private home on a 51 
km  long pristine white beach, the Indian Ocean in front of the door, summerlike temperature 
and an impressive underwater world – Morukuru Ocean House offers “a home away from 
home” at one of the most beautiful coastal reserves in South Africa. The motto is “whatever 
you want, whenever you want”, because guests are the masters of their stay with Morukuru 
Family and have the complete freedom to do as they wish, when they wish. Guests booking 
a minimum of two nights at Morukuru Ocean House receive a 50% discount on any additional 
nights booked. The offer is valid for new bookings only and for stays until September 30th, 
2015, excluding Easter Holidays. Accommodation at Morukuru Ocean House starts at 1,494€ 
for up to four people. Further information at www.morukuru.com

As of April 2014, guests can book Morukuru Ocean House within the 36.000 hectare De Hoop 
Nature Reserve, about 250 km east of Cape Town, exclusively. Guests at Morukuru Ocean 
House enjoy numerous activities, like mountain-biking, sandboarding down the towering 
white sand dunes, guided walks through the Fynbos and nature drives with a private open 
4WD vehicle as well as guided marine walks. The highlight for most guests is undoubtedly 
the snorkeling in the sheltered and warm rock pools in the Indian Ocean. As the De Hoop 
Nature Reserve is a marine protected area, there are no fishing boats or yachts disturbing 
the peace and the untouched beauty of the underwater world. The crystal clear water 
offers fabulous views of countless sea dwellers and the colorful underwater plants. Masks 
and snorkels for the guests are available at Morukuru Ocean House.

Morukuru Ocean House can accommodate up to eight adults and four children under 
16. The four double suites have their own en suite bathrooms and glass doors overlooking 
the ocean. Furthermore Morukuru Ocean House offers a sparkling pool, delicious food, 
lovely drinks served by an own personal butler, an own private kitchen with chef, open plan 
lounge areas, dining areas, a garden with amazing views and romantic fireplaces for cozy 
evenings.
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Besides the Morukuru Ocean House, the Morukuru Family collection includes the Owners 
House, the River House and the Farm House in the malaria-free Madikwe Game Reserve, 
and AtholPlace Hotel & Villa in Johannesburg. The private houses of Morukuru Family offer 
a sanctuary where guests can celebrate the pure feeling of freedom during their holidays 
by spending quality time with the family and friends without maintaining any schedules or 
time tables. The “Morukuru Family Journey” package offers the chance to discover the 
whole collection of Morukuru Family. Book four nights at one of the houses in the Madikwe 
Game Reserve and book three nights at Morukuru Ocean House and receive two nights 
free at AtholPlace Hotel in Johannesburg. Further information at http://www.morukuru.
com/specials/
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